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ABSTRACT
CMOS micromachining processes are being increasingly

used to fabricate integrated MEMS devices. Verification of
such designs requires extraction from layout to mixed domain
circuits and MEMS schematics for lumped parameter simula-
tion. The higher etch hole density and multilayer interconnect
in CMOS-MEMS designs results in a larger and more com-
plex problem than in polysilicon MEMS. In addition, inte-
grated MEMS verification needs accurate extraction of
mechanical and electrical parasitics. This paper reports an
extractor with improvedscanline-basedalgorithms to meet
the larger problem size associated with integrated CMOS-
MEMS layouts. In addition, ahierarchical binrepresentation
is used to store the multilayer electrical connectivity informa-
tion. A new graph-basedalgorithm, which reads in an user
customizable library file, is used to recognize the wide range
of comb drive and spring designs resulting from the flexibility
in connectivity. The utility of the extractor is demonstrated
using selected designs.

Keywords: CMOS micromachining, integrated MEMS,
extraction, parasitics, canonical representation, layout verifi-
cation

INTRODUCTION
The ability of CMOS-MEMS [1] processes to integrate

MEMS sensing and actuation with electronics is drawing
increasing interest in the development of custom physical
interfaces to the digital IC. A representative CMOS microma-
chining process is shown in Figure 1. The standard CMOS
process is followed by two maskless dry etches to release the
microstructures protected by the top-most metal layer.

Figure 2 shows a SEM of a crab-leg resonator fabricated
using this process. Such integrated MEMS designs can be
divided into MEMS and circuits components. The MEMS

components can be hierarchically decomposed intoatomic
and functional elements[2]. The functional elements of the
resonator (labels on left) can be decomposed into their atom
elements (labels on right). The extraction process exploits t
hierarchy by first detecting the atomic elements [3] and th
recognizing functional elements [4]. The ability to embed di
ferent electrical connections within the structural geomet
and the higher etch hole density required for post-CMO

release results in a larger problem size which makes theO(n2)
algorithms in [3][4] prohibitively slow. This paper reports on
faster algorithms to handle such designs.

EXTRACTION FLOW
The CMOS-MEMS extractor consists of a top-level ma

ter-extractor which uses two separate extractor modules
extract the MEMS and the electronics. Design rules for po
CMOS etching are used to determine the areas of the lay
where the underlying silicon will be etched away to result
suspended MEMS areas. The on chip circuitry and the para
ics of the entire layout is extracted using commercial VLS
extraction tools. The information of etched silicon substrate
accounted accurately while extracting parasitic capacitan
in the MEMS areas. The MEMS schematic is extracted fro
the layout using the MEMS-extractor. Finally, all the sub
schematics are ‘stitched’ together by the master-extractor
create the integrated schematic which can be simulated to v
ify the performance of the integrated microsystem. The ove
all extraction flow is shown in Figure 3.

MEMS extraction starts by the creation of the derive
layers (anchor layer, hole layer, gap layer and thestructural
layer), using the layer definitions from the user. Thestructural
layer is obtained by a geometricor of the topmost metal layer
which defines the MEMS structure. The holes in thestructural
layer increases its complexity. A secondary layer (referred
asMEM layer) is derived from theor of the structural layer

Figure 1: Cross-section of CMOS micromachining process
[1]; (a) after standard CMOS process, (b) after anisotropic
etch, (c) on final release using isotropic etch
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Figure 2: SEM of a crab-leg resonator showing the atom
elements (on the right) and the functional elements (on t
right) and the etch holes for post CMOS release
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and thehole layer, thereby reducing the number of elements
needed to represent the layer. The extra area added thereby is
annotated to the corresponding rectangle and is accurately
reported in the final schematic. TheMEM layer acts as the top
level layer on which all the heuristics are applied to recognize
the MEMS components. All the layers are stored in the canon-
ical format explained in [3]. The canonical representations of
theMEM layer and the gap layer are used to store the connec-
tivity and structural information and are referred as bins in the
hierarchical data structure used by the extractor (Figure 4).
The structural layers are further split by the edges of theMEM
layer so that each rectangle in the layer has an unique bin.
This is followed by the atomic level recognition in which the
filled bins (obtained from theMEM layer) are tagged with the
atomic element type. The valid gaps are also recognized
amongst the empty bins (obtained from thegap layer). Recog-
nized bins of the same type are merged together to form the
topmost storage level (referred to as superbins). Such a repre-
sentation simplifies the heuristics and algorithms used for
functional level recognition.

CANONIZATION
In order to simplify the recognition heuristics used during

extraction, the geometrical information of the layout needs to
be represented in an unique way irrespective of the designed
geometry. We use a fully fractured representation, thecanoni-
cal representation, which usesminimum number of rectangles
to cover the layout area such that each rectangle has at most
one neighbor per edge and each edge is either fully covered by
a neighbor or not covered at all. The prototype implementa-
tion described here deal with Manhattan layouts only and can
be extended to non-Manhattan geometry by replacing the rect-
angles by polygons.

Unlike the incremental algorithm used in [3], the new
canonization routine uses scanline algorithm which relies
the sorting of outer edges of the input geometry. Our alg
rithm works in two phases. The initialscan phasecreates the
canonical set of rectangles by sweeping a vertical scanline
the horizontal direction across the layout geometry. Only ve
tical edges of the layout geometry are considered, there
reducing the problem size by half. The horizontal sweep pr
duces the canonized representation and also the horizo
neighbor information of its rectangles. The finalneighboring
phaseis then used to create the vertical neighbor informatio

The data structures used by thescan phaseof the algo-
rithm are a variablecurrentX, which stores the current posi-
tion of the scanline, and the list of edgesS in the scanline. The
flow of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5. The direction o
the edges is chosen such that while traversing along the e
in the given direction, the filled area of the geometry alwa
lies to the left. The vertical edges are sorted first by the
abscissa (x-coordinate), then by their ordinate (y-coordina

and finally by their angle with the abscissa (90o or 270o from
x-axis). Each edge is then sequentially inserted into the sc
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Figure 3:  Overall extraction flow

Figure 4: Hierarchical bin data structure; (a) example layou
of two cantilever fingers made of metal-1 and metal-2; (b) it
bin storage
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Figure 5: Flow diagram for the scanline-based canonizatio
algorithm
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line and begins a new rectangle to its left. As the scanline
moves, it drags the vertical edges in it, thereby extending the
rectangles associated with those edges. When a new edge is
inserted, it completes the rectangles associated with all the
contiguous edges it can reach on the scanline, and starts new
rectangles for those edges. If the end points of the new edge
lie between any of these connected edges, the connected edge
is split at that point. This split is propagated to the neighboring
boxes on the left. If the scanline is maintained as a balanced
binary tree, the insertion of each edge takesO(logm) time,
wherem is the current number of elements inS; and the con-
nected edges can be found from thepredecessorsandsucces-
sors of the inserted edge. The total number of such
comparisons is equal to the number of rectangles in the final
canonized representation (n), and the total time in insertion is
O(elogm), wheree is the initial number of vertical edges and

m has an expected value ofO( ). If the edge inserted has a

positive direction (angle = 90o), then the edges ofS overlap-
ping with it are deleted from the scanline.

The algorithm is explained with the help of an example in
Figure 6. Notice that when edgec is inserted (atcurrentX= 2),
the rectangleA gets completed while rectangleB is not com-
pleted as edgea on Scan be reached fromc while edgeb can-
not be reached. Also when edgee is inserted (currentX= 4),
the edgea, and the rectangles to its left, are split by the top of
edgee. Note that the edgee is not split because

The neighboring phasesorts the canonized rectangles,
first with their x-coordinate and then with their y-coordinate.
It then checks whether the top edge of each rectangle coin-
cides with the bottom edge of the next rectangle. If they coin-
cide then they form a vertical neighbor couple and the
information is entered.

The inter-layer canonization and the binning algorithms
follow a similar scanline approach where the edges of differ-
ent layers are colored differently and the decision at every step
uses the color of the edge along with its direction.

ELEMENT RECOGNITION
Element recognition occurs in two steps. The first step

recognizes the atomic elements which are then used to recog-
nize the functional elements.

Atomic recognition involves classifying the bins into dif-
ferent atomic types (plates, beams, fingers, gaps and anchors
as shown in Figure 2) and starts with the recognition of holes.
Rectangular empty spaces in the geometry having a width less
than an user-defined factor of the widths of its neighboring
solid areas are recognized as holes. Fingers and beams are
detected using the neighbor information obtained from canon-
ization. Bins which singly or collectively have a length/width
ratio above an user-defined value and have neighbors only on
opposite edges are detected as beams. Similarly, fingers are
bins which satisfy the ratio requirement and have only one
neighbor at one of its smaller sides. Plates are recognized
from overlap with etch holes. Any region not released is

marked as anchor. Empty bins having two of their oppos
edges completely covered by fingers are recognized as ga

Functional elements include functional plates, com
drives and springs. Two or more contiguous atomic plat
which can be combined together form a functional plate a
are easily obtained from the superbins. Various permutatio
of the electrical information along the depth and width o
comb fingers can produce a large variety of comb drives ha
ing identical mechanical structure. Similarly, unlike the poly
silicon process in [4], CMOS designs can have self actua
springs. Hence the electrical information plays an importa
role in the recognition of comb drives and springs. New gra
based algorithms capable of handling such flexibility are us
by the extractor to recognize comb drives and springs. T
extractor reads in the state transition information from a
user-defined library file to create a finite state machin
through which contiguous sets of beams, joints, gaps and
gers are passed as inputs to recognize the spring or co
drive. The various springs and comb drives recognized by
current library include serpentine spring, self-actuated serp
tine spring, crab-leg, U-spring, folded flexure, O-spring, line
comb drive, differential comb drive and the three-finger com
drive. The list can be extended easily by adding new defi
tions to the library file.

RESULTS

Accelerometer
Figure 7 demonstrates the capability of the extract

using a lateral CMOS-MEMS accelerometer [6]. The comple
connectivity for differential comb fingers and the etch holes
plate are shown in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) respective
50,000 rectangles are needed to represent its layout (comp
to 500 for a purely structural representation as in polysilico
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Figure 6: Example demonstrating the canonizatio
procedure. The contents of scanlineS and the state of the
canonical set of rectangles are shown in consecutive figur
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processes). The new extraction algorithms take 100x less time

when compared to the oldO(n2) algorithms. The transient
response for the designed and extracted schematics
(Figure 7(e) show a 10.5% degradation for the extracted sche-
matic. This demonstrates the capability of the extractor to
accurately capture the effects of parasitics in the layout.

Gyroscope
The capability of the new algorithms to handle large

designs is demonstrated by the gyroscope example [7] shown

in Figure 8 which requires 105 rectangles for geometric repre-
sentation. The time required by the new extractor improved by
a factor of 400.

CONCLUSION
A new integrated-MEMS extractor capable of handling

complex CMOS-MEMS designs has been presented. The
scanline-based algorithms used to obtain a canonical represen-
tation and for binning have been explained in detail. The capa-
bility of the extractor to handle large designs and to accurately
capture the parasitic effects of an integrated-MEMS device
has also been demonstrated with the help of an example.
Though the paper discusses the extractor using a CMOS-
MEMS process, the implementation of the extractor is process

independent and can be easily modified for any MEMS pr
cess. The availability of such a fast extractor will allow
CMOS-MEMS designers to make use of the fast lumpe
parameter circuit simulators for verification of their integrate
MEMS layouts.
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